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I like to organize my directories for a class by date... that way if a
student has a question, I can go back to the same day by date to
see what code we wrote that day...

If Julia is in the wrong directory...you can change to the correct
one within Julia by using

      cd("newdirectory")

Open another window, change to the same directory that Julia
is using and then start the editor...  In the lab that would be



On my personal computer I'll use  vi  instead.  You are free to use
whatever program editor is convenient on your computer as well...

Some people prefer an integrated development environment such
as Atom or similar.  Since the REPL (read evaluate print loop) in
Julia has such a good AI, I prefer to use an editor in one windows
and a copy of Julia in another window...  do what you like best...

Since we are making an LU factorization, we need to create a matrix L
and a matrix in the program...

copy

using LinearAlgebra





Let's fix the rounding error by setting
the things that are supposed to be
zero explicitly to zero...

Finally, we store the multipliers alpha
from the elimination steps in L...



The computer is giving an answer...

The thing that separates science and
engineering from just making up
answers is having bounds on the error
in the answers...

It's not science unless you know to
what degree the answer is correct...

That's the analysis of errors that we
talked about in the previous chapter...

Okay... so there are a bunch of numbers...   how do we know they
are correct... or at least mostly correct?

Backwards error analysis...   that is plug it in and check...  in this
case multiply LU to see if we get A back...

Looks good...sort of...

wait!  to only 3 significant digits???

Remember, this factorization was done without partial pivoting...  and
partial pivoting is important to reduce rounding error...

Note there are some matrices where even partial pivoting is not enough
to get a good answer...  in that case one has to resort to full pivoting...

Fortunately, the matrices which require full pivoting "never" appear in
practical applications...  so partial pivoting is almost always good enough...





But wait...   what if there were positive and negative values...then
selecting the one with largest magnitude is more complicated...

We don't want a difference of vectors but a vector of differences...
for this we use the Julia dot notation...

This is a generalization of the same idea from Matlab...but Julia
tries to do it better and make it more general...



That's the same problem as before...   we didn't want the absolute
value of a vector, but instead a vector of absolute values...

Use the Julia dot notation...

Thus...

using the findmax and abs functions it should be possible to
determine which rows to swap when doing partial pivoting...

Please try to write some code for next time that implements
Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting...

Don't worry if you don't get it to work...  you'll still learn quite
a bit just from trying...


